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Abstract
Environments can change in incremental fashions, where a shift from one state to another
occurs over multiple organismal generations. The rate of the environmental change is
expected to influence how and how well populations adapt to the final environmental state.
We used a model system, the lytic RNA bacteriophage Φ6, to investigate this question
empirically. We evolved viruses for thermostability by exposing them to heat shocks that
increased to a maximum temperature at different rates. We observed increases in the ability
of many heat-shocked populations to survive high temperature heat shocks. On their first
exposure to the highest temperature, populations that experienced a gradual increase in
temperature had higher average survival than populations that experienced a rapid temper-
ature increase. However, at the end of the experiment, neither the survival of populations at
the highest temperature nor the number of mutations per population varied significantly
according to the rate of thermal change. We also evaluated mutations from the endpoint
populations for their effects on viral thermostability and growth. As expected, some muta-
tions did increase viral thermostability. However, other mutations decreased thermostability
but increased growth rate, suggesting that benefits of an increased replication rate may
have sometimes outweighed the benefits of enhanced thermostability. Our study highlights
the importance of considering the effects of multiple selective pressures, even in environ-
ments where a single factor changes.
Introduction
The process of de novo adaptation is typically studied in the context of the simplest form of
environmental change, an abrupt shift from one environmental state to another (e.g., [1]). A
population is typically poorly adapted to the new environmental state, so this shift reduces its
mean fitness. Mean fitness then increases as the population gains and fixes beneficial muta-
tions. For instance, under Fisher’s geometric model [2], the population is expected first to fix
mutations that confer large gains in fitness, followed by mutations of increasingly smaller ben-
efit as the population approaches the optimal phenotype in the new environment [1].
However, natural environments rarely change in the simple, abrupt fashion assumed by
such models. Rather, environmental changes can occur more gradually, on scales that
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encompass multiple organismal generations. For example, shifts between glacial and intergla-
cial periods occurred over thousands of years (e.g., [3]). Even changes that are rapid on geolog-
ical scales, such as anthropogenic climate change (e.g., [4]) or changes in pollution levels (e.g.,
[5]), occur over multiple decades. Adaptation may proceed very differently in such cases of
incremental environmental change [6–8].
Evolution in an incrementally changing environment is often modeled as a single quantita-
tive trait evolving under Gaussian stabilizing selection in conditions where the optimal pheno-
type is constantly shifting [6, 8–13]. In contrast to adaptation under rapid environmental
change, adaptation under gradual change is more likely to proceed via fixation of mutations
that provide small shifts in phenotype and thus small increases in fitness [6–8]. These shifts
allow an evolving population to track the optimal phenotype, but with a lag. The larger the
phenotypic lag, the lower the mean fitness of the evolving population. The rate of environmen-
tal change can influence the adaptive process by setting the rate at which the population must
track changes in the optimal phenotype. More rapid changes in the optimal phenotype typi-
cally result in a larger lag of the quantitative trait [6, 8, 11, 12, 14–16]. If a larger distance
between the population’s mean phenotype and the optimal phenotype also results in the death
of a larger number of individuals, then sufficiently rapid environmental change can lead to
population collapse due to consequent loss of genetic variation [11–13, 17, 18].
The assumptions made by theoretical models may not always be met in biological systems.
For this reason, empirical studies using microorganisms have been important in refining our
understanding of evolution in incrementally changing environments. In some studies, and in
line with model predictions, the rate of population extinction is lower under more gradual
environmental change [19–21]. While models predict a higher mean fitness under gradual
than rapid environmental change (due to a smaller lag between the population’s mean pheno-
type and the optimal phenotype), these models tend to consider unlimited change. In contrast,
many experiments set limits on the maximum amount of change in the environment. In this
framework, the level of environmental stress increases to a maximal level at different rates, and
treatments involving more rapid change reach the maximum sooner and remain there longer.
Such studies yield heterogeneous results of adaptation at the environmental limit. Exposure to
low levels of stress can sometimes increase the probability that a population will survive at the
environmental limit [20–23]. In some studies, adaptive phenotypes obtained under gradual
environmental change have higher fitness in the most stressful environment than phenotypes
obtained under rapid environmental change [7, 24, 25]. In other studies, adaptive phenotypes
obtained under rapid environmental change are fitter [19, 20, 23]. One study found that the
rate of environmental change did not affect fitness in the ultimate environment [26].
Empirical studies have also revealed complexities in how the rate of environmental change
affects the amount of genetic variation present during the adaptive process. Higher population
sizes and less extreme selection coefficients under more gradual environmental change may
permit greater genetic diversity [21, 24]. In asexual microbial populations, clonal interference,
where distinct beneficial mutations arise in different genetic backgrounds that cannot recom-
bine [27], may also have a greater effect under gradual environmental change if multiple muta-
tions of small effect are available simultaneously [24, 25, 28]. On the other hand, when
environmental change cannot exceed a maximal value, populations under gradual change
must survive in both intermediate and extreme environments, while populations experiencing
the most rapid change must only survive the most extreme environment. If the exposure to a
greater diversity of selective environments constrains mutations beneficial in all environments,
then a greater diversity of mutations would be predicted under rapid change [7]. Consistent
with this hypothesis, some studies find greater variability in phenotypes [7, 19] or fixed muta-
tions [25] under rapid than attenuated environmental change.
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Given the heterogeneous results from prior experiments, further experimental studies with
different organisms and environmental factors are warranted. In this study, we exposed popu-
lations of the lytic RNA bacteriophage F6 to heat shocks that increased to a high temperature
maximum at varying rates. Subjecting the viruses (but not the host) to heat stress promotes the
evolution of thermotolerance via greater stability of viral proteins: Only viruses that survive
heat stress with little enough damage that they can subsequently infect a host cell are able to
replicate. To track adaptation over time, we measured the percent of the viral population that
was able to survive heat shock at each transfer.
We aimed to address how varying rates of thermal change would affect viral evolution in:
1. Survival on the first exposure to the most extreme environment. Assuming that muta-
tions that enable survival at intermediate temperatures also contribute to survival at the
highest temperature, we predicted that populations under gradual thermal change would
have a greater survival when they first reached the highest temperature because they had
more time to gain and fix thermostabilizing mutations.
2. Survival in the most extreme environment at the end of the experiment. On the one
hand, populations that experienced the most rapid change in temperature would also have
more time to adapt under the highest temperature, favoring higher final fitness in this treat-
ment. On the other hand, if mutations selected under intermediate temperatures serve as
genetic backgrounds for additional mutations that confer high fitness under high tempera-
tures, then populations that experienced a more gradual change in temperature might have
higher survival in the ultimate environment (see [21] for a discussion of such epistatic
effects in the context of adaptation in changing environments).
3. The quantity and effect sizes of mutations that permit survival at high temperatures.
We predicted that thermostability would increase more often through single mutations of
large effect in environments that changed rapidly, while thermostability would be more
likely to increase through multiple mutations of small effect in environments that changed
more gradually.
While we did find that evolution at intermediate temperatures enhanced the ability of pop-
ulations to survive their first exposure to the highest temperature, similar adaptive endpoints
were accessible under all rates of environmental change, and the ultimate survival at the high-
est temperature did not differ across treatments. We also found no strong relationship between
the rate of environmental change and the number or effect size of mutations. In addition, we
found that selective pressures orthogonal to those of the changing environment can still play a
major role in shaping adaptive solutions in stressful environments.
Methods
Strains and culture conditions
A list of all viral and bacterial strains used or engineered in this study appears in S1 Table.
F6 Cystovirus has a tripartite genome made of double-stranded RNA. The particular strain
used in this study originated from three plasmids containing cDNAs of each of the wild type
F6 segments [29, 30]. These plasmids were co-transformed into bacterial host cells (Pseudomo-
nas syringae pathovar phaseolicola) to make phage particles [29, 30] (see section on Reverse
engineering, below, for details). L. Mindich (Rutgers University, Newark, New Jersey) kindly
provided the following strains: LM4286 (contains pLM687 with the F6 L segment [31]),
LM4284 (contains pLM656 with the F6 M segment [32]), LM4285 (contains pLM659 with the
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F6 S segment [33, 34]), and LM987 (contains pLM857 with the F6 M segment and a lacH
marker, which creates phages that make blue plaques [35]).
The laboratory bacterial host for F6 growth, P. phaseolicola HB10Y, derives from ATCC
#21781. Transformation of the phage plasmids was performed into LM2691, a variant of P.
phaseolicola HB10Y containing a plasmid with a T7 reverse transcriptase [36, 37] (see also sec-
tion on Reverse engineering). Both of these hosts were kindly supplied to our laboratory by C.
Burch (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill). During competition assays, counts of clear
and blue F6 plaques (made from plasmid pLM857) were distinguished on bacterial lawns of a
second HB10Y variant, LM1034 (kindly provided by L. Mindich), which contained a plasmid
with a lac omega gene [35].
Host cultures were initialized from individual colonies and grown overnight at 25˚C in LC
medium (Luria-Bertani broth at pH 7.5). Antibiotics (15 μg/mL tetracycline or 200 μg/mL
ampicillin) were added to cultures of LM2961 or LM1034, respectively, to maintain their
plasmids.
Each viral lysate was prepared from a plaque that had been isolated and stocked in 500 μL
of 4:6 (v/v) glycerol:LC. A diluted sample of the virus stock was mixed with 200 µL of station-
ary-phase of P. phaseolicola in LC 0.7% top agar. The mixture was overlaid on an LC 1.5% agar
base, and the agar plate was incubated overnight at 25˚C. Plaques were collected and filtered in
3 mL of LC medium through cellulose acetate filters (0.2 µm pore, Thermo Scientific) to
remove bacterial cells.
Evolution experiment
A schematic of the evolution experiment is shown in Fig 1.
Fig 1. Schematic of the evolution experiment. Bacteria-free lysates of virus were heat shocked for 5
minutes at a pre-specified temperature (Fig 2), then added to culture with naïve host bacteria and grown
overnight at 25˚C. After the growth period, the viruses were separated from the bacteria by filtration, and the
new cell-free lysate was again heat shocked. In order to track changes in survival to thermal stress, viral
lysates were plated for concentration before and after heat shock by mixing a dilution of the lysate with
abundant host bacteria in soft agar and spreading it onto a Petri dish. After overnight incubation, we counted
plaques in the bacterial lawn, each of which originated from a single viral particle. The experiment ran for 32
transfers (approximately 100 viral generations).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.g001
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The evolution experiment was initialized with a lysate made from a single plaque that had
resulted from the transformation from plasmids pLM687, pLM656, and pLM659 (see also sec-
tion on Reverse engineering), prepared as described under the section on Strains and culture
conditions. This lysate was divided among 20 populations across four treatments with five rep-
licates each (5 Gradual populations, 5 Moderate populations, 5 Sudden populations, 5 Control
populations). Cell-free lysates of each population were heat-shocked at a pre-determined tem-
perature (see section on Calculation of heat shock regimes, below), then added to culture with
naïve P. phaseolicola for overnight growth at 25˚C. We performed heat shocks on lysates (i.e.,
without the bacterial host) so that viral evolution was not affected by host heat shock
responses. (We had additionally determined that the bacterial host does not survive tempera-
tures above 45˚C.)
Our thermal regimes (Fig 2) paralleled the design used in other studies [7, 21, 25]:
1. Sudden: First and all subsequent heat shocks were performed at 50˚C.
2. Moderate: Heat shock temperatures increased from 45˚C over the course of evolution,
reached 50˚C halfway through the experiment, and remained at that temperature
thereafter.
3. Gradual: Heat shock temperatures increased from 45˚C and only reached 50˚C on the final
transfer.
4. Control: Viruses only received a mock “heat shock” at their normal growth temperature
(25˚C).
Fig 2. Temperature regimes for experimental evolution with varying rates of thermal change. Points
are offset vertically at 50˚C for purposes of visualization. Temperature increments were chosen such that the
ancestral virus would experience constant (i.e., linear) decreases in its probability of survival. A control regime
of heat shocks at a constant 25˚C (not shown) accounted for evolutionary change under transfer conditions.
See also S2 Table.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.g002
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Calculation of heat shock treatments
The exact rates of temperature increase were determined empirically from experiments that
measured survival of the ancestral genotype between 45–50˚C. A cell-free lysate was prepared
as described under the section on Strains and culture conditions and titered on P. phaseolicola
for pre-heat shock concentrations. The lysate was aliquoted into replicates of 50 µL, and repli-
cates were heat shocked for 5 minutes in a pre-heated thermocyler (BioRad, C1000 Thermal
Cycler), then chilled on ice. Heat shocks covered a range of temperatures from 25–54˚C. After
heat shock, the replicates were diluted and plated for their post-heat shock concentration. Sur-
vival was calculated as the ratio of post- to pre-heat shock titer multiplied by 100. We estimated
thermostability across the temperature range using an inverse Hill equation:
S ¼ a
T50
n
T50
n þ Tn
ð1Þ
where S is the percent survival, a is the survival at the normal growth temperature (25˚C), T is
the heat shock temperature, T50 is the temperature with 50% viability, and n is the Hill coeffi-
cient. Parameters a, T50, and n were estimated using nonlinear least squares minimization.
Thermostability data taken on three separate days were combined to create an ancestral
thermal kill curve. Because survival at 25˚C (the laboratory growth temperature for F6) varied
across days, we first fit Eq 1 to each day separately, and then divided all survivals from that day
by its asymptote a so that survival at 25˚C was 100%. The transformed data from all three days
were then combined, and Eq 1 re-fit to these data (Fig 3). This ancestral thermal kill curve was
used to calculate temperature regimes for the Gradual and Moderate treatments (Fig 2).
Increases in temperature in these treatments represented equal reductions in percent survival
for the ancestor. Setting these expected percent survivals as S, we calculated the corresponding
temperatures by solving Eq 1 for T, using the nonlinear least squares estimations for the values
of a, n, and T50. The resulting temperatures were rounded to a single decimal place for use in
Fig 3. Estimation of the thermal kill curve of the ancestralΦ6 genotype. Temperatures from 44–52˚C are shown to visualize the drop in viral
survival. A) On three separate days, a cell-free lysate was exposed to a 5-minute heat shock at each temperature and plated before and afterward
to calculate percent survival (points). (Note that, because of stochasticity in determining phage titers, survivals occasionally exceed 100%.) Eq 1
was fitted to the data in R, where the parameters a, T50, and n were estimated by nonlinear least squares (lines). B) Data from each day were then
divided by their respective asymptotes a (points). The adjusted data were pooled and Eq 1 re-fit to calculate the ancestral thermal kill curve (line).
This curve was used for calculation of the thermal regimes and to set null expectations of viral survival during the evolution experiment.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.g003
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the thermocycler (Fig 2, S2 Table). (Further details on calculation of treatment heat shock tem-
peratures are available in the Data Repository.)
Preparation for heat shock
Lysates were created from overnight liquid cultures by centrifuging 800 µL of culture at 10,000
rcf through a cellulose acetate spin filter with a 0.2 µm pore (Costar). The lysate’s titer was
taken as the mean of duplicate titers on P. phaseolicola in agar plates. To control for any den-
sity-dependent effects of heat shock on viral survival, we adjusted all lysates by dilution to
match the lysate with the lowest titer for that transfer (between 8 x 109 and 2 x 1010 plaque-
forming units [pfu] /mL). We note that, across treatments, lysate titers fell within less than an
order of magnitude of each other, and the treatment to which lowest-titer lysate belonged var-
ied across transfers.
The titer-adjusted lysates were diluted and plated on P. phaseolicola for their pre-heat shock
concentrations.
Heat shock
Heat shocks were then performed on the lysates that had been diluted to the same titer. 50 μL
of lysate were aliquoted into PCR strip tubes (one tube per replicate population), placed for 5
minutes on a thermocycler (BioRad, C1000 Thermal Cycler) pre-heated to the appropriate
temperature (S2 Table), and then chilled on ice. The heat-shocked lysates were diluted and
plated for post-heat shock concentrations.
Culturing of surviving phages
Viruses that had survived heat shock were introduced to bacterial host cells in liquid culture
for amplification. Four mL of LC broth were inoculated with a 1/100 dilution of naïve, station-
ary-phase P. phaseolicola and heat-shocked lysate to a final concentration of approximately 2.5
x 103 viral particles/mL. (These concentrations were approximated based on survivals from the
previous transfer, because the exact lysate titers were not known until following day.) We inoc-
ulated the viruses at the same concentration across treatments to ensure equal mutational
opportunities. Cultures were incubated for 24 hours at 25˚C with orbital shaking to allow the
phages to amplify. The cultures were then prepared for the next round of heat shock as
described above.
Storage
After each transfer, at least 500 μL of each post-amplification population were mixed with glyc-
erol to a final concentration of 40% and stored long-term at -20˚C.
Reverse engineering
All mutations discussed in this paper were constructed on pLM659, the plasmid containing a
cDNA copy of the S segment of ɸ6. Mutations were engineered into this plasmid using the
QuikChange II Mutagenesis kit (Agilent) following the manufacturers’ instructions. Primers
for each mutation are included in S4 Table. Mutagenized plasmids were stored in Escherichia
coli XL1-Blue bacteria (included in the QuikChange II Mutagenesis kit), and the mutations of
interest were confirmed by Sanger sequencing.
Mutation V109I was engineered using mutagenic PCR and T4 ligation. The plasmid
pLM659 was PCR amplified from adjacent, overlapping primers with 5’ phosphorylated ends,
one of which contained the mutation of interest, using Phusion polymerase (Thermo
Viral adaptations to increasing thermal stress
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Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. To remove (unmutagenized) template
plasmid, the PCR product was digested with DpnI (New England Biolabs) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Approximately 14 ng of DpnI-digested PCR product were used
in a T4 ligation (New England Biolabs) according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and the
ligation product was transformed into electrocompetent E. coli DH5α, prepared as described
for LM2691 below, for storage.
Creating phage particles involved transforming plasmids with each of the F6 genomic seg-
ments into the bacterium LM2691. We made this strain electrocompetent with the following
protocol: A culture of LM2691 was grown to stationary phase, then diluted 1/10 into 50 mL of
fresh media and grown to exponential phase. The cells were chilled on ice, then pelleted by
centrifugation (6 minutes at 2850 rcf) and washed multiple times with the following
resuspensions:
1. 50 mL of ice-cold, sterile water.
2. 15 mL of ice-cold, sterile water.
3. 2 mL of ice-cold 10% glycerol.
4. < 1 mL of ice-cold 20% glycerol (exact volume depended on the number of transformations
being performed at the time).
The final suspension of cells was aliquoted into 40-μL volumes for working use.
At least 5 ng of a plasmid containing each F6 segment (S, M, and L) were combined with
the competent cells (in some cases as much as 100 ng of each plasmid were necessary), incu-
bated on ice for 1 minute, and electroporated on an Eppendorf Eporator in an ice-cold cuvette
with a 1-mm gap. The cells were resuspended in 700 μL of SOC medium [38], added to 3 mL
of LC 0.7% top agar, plated on LC 1.5% agar plates, and incubated overnight at 25˚C. Success-
ful transformations were indicated by viral plaques in the bacterial lawn. At least 6 plaques per
genotype were stored for sequence confirmation (see Sequencing viral genotypes).
The ancestral genotype for the evolution experiment resulted from transformation of the
original plasmids, pLM687, pLM656, and pLM659. For engineered phage, an engineered ver-
sion of pLM659 was combined with the original versions of pLM687 and pLM656. A version
of F6 marked with lacH (used for assaying viral fitness) resulted from transformation of plas-
mids pLM687, pLM659, and pLM857.
Sequencing viral genotypes
Sequencing was performed on viral lysates from either the stored populations from the evolu-
tion experiment or the stored reverse engineered plaques. Lysates were made as described in
the section on Strains and culture conditions. RNA was extracted from the lysates using the
QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen) and reverse transcribed into cDNA using SuperScript
II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen), following the manufacturers’ protocols. cDNA samples
were PCR amplified with phage-specific primers using touchdown cycling (annealing temper-
ature 65–55˚C for 10 cycles, reducing the temperature by 1˚C each cycle, followed by 25 cycles
with a 55˚C annealing temperature). The resulting products were given an ExoSap-IT cleanup
(Affymetrix) and Sanger sequenced through GeneWiz. Primers were designed to permit 2x
coverage of at least 90% of the genome (excluded sections at the segment ends).
Sequence alignments were performed in Geneious v. 10.0.6 and inspected by eye. The
ancestral sequence (GenBank Accession # MF352213-MF352215) was built through alignment
against sequence files of the plasmids containing the wild type F6 segments (provided by L.
Mindich). All other sequences were aligned against the ancestral sequence.
Viral adaptations to increasing thermal stress
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Assaying viral thermostability
We assessed viral thermostability by exposing lysates to heat shocks across a range of tempera-
tures and measuring the change in viral concentration under each temperature.
Cell-free lysates of each evaluated genotype were prepared as described under Strains and
culture conditions and titered on P. phaseolicola. In individual heat shock assays, we measured
3–5 unique genotypes (plaques) and the ancestral genotype. To control for any concentration-
dependent effects of heat shock on viral survival, all lysates were diluted to a target titer of 2.17
x 108 viral particles/mL (concentration of the lowest-titer lysate across assay days). The diluted
lysates were plated on P. phaseolicola for pre-heat shock titers (actual titers fell between 1.0 x
108 and 4.8 x 108 pfu/mL) and were used for heat shocks.
Lysates were heat shocked over a range of temperatures from 25–54˚C. For each tempera-
ture tested, three replicate samples containing 50 μL of lysate were heat-shocked for 5 minutes
in a pre-heated thermocycler (BioRad, C1000 Thermal Cycler), then chilled on ice. After heat
shock, the lysates were diluted and plated for their survival. Survival of the lysates was calcu-
lated as the ratio of post- to pre-heat shock titer multiplied by 100. We estimated viral thermo-
stability across the temperature range using the inverse Hill equation (Eq 1). Genotypes with a
greater T50 than the ancestor were considered to be more thermostable.
Because the ancestral genotype was assayed alongside each set of engineered mutants, we
gained additional data on the ancestor’s thermal kill curve. Based on these additional data, we
altered certain aspects of parameter estimation. First, we estimated parameters T50 and n using
maximum log likelihood. This method allowed us to determine whether mutants’ thermal kill
curves were significantly different from the ancestor’s through a likelihood ratio test on two
nested models, one that estimated parameters when survivals for the ancestor and focal mutant
were pooled, and the other that estimated separate parameters for each lysate. Second, we
removed data collected at 25˚C from analysis, since measured survivals were often much
greater than 100% (S1 Fig), most likely due to stochasticity in plating assays. Third, because
mutants were compared to an ancestral lysate that had been measured concurrently, we did
not adjust survivals by their asymptote. (We also found that thermal kill curves of the ancestral
genotype taken on different days had T50 values that were more similar without adjustment,
suggesting that asymptote adjustment did not necessarily reduce inter-day variability for this
dataset; see S2 Fig) Finally, to simplify comparisons across thermal kill curves, parameter a
was not estimated, but fixed at 100. Full details of these analyses are included in the Data
Repository.
Assaying viral competitive fitness
Viral growth rates were evaluated through growth competitions against a marked common
competitor, the lacH-marked F6, under conditions that replicated those of growth during the
evolution experiment. Plaques formed by the lacH-marked F6 turn blue when plated with
X-Gal on LM1034 (a bacterial host containing a plasmid with the complementary lacω gene),
allowing us to distinguish the common competitor from the genotypes engineered for this
study.
The common competitor was transformed from the plasmids described above (see section
on Reverse engineering). To pre-adapt this strain to the competition conditions, the plaque
isolated from the transformation was passaged for five days in LC broth. However, its growth
rate remained low compared to the ancestor of the evolution experiment, so competitions
were initialized at a 1:10 ratio of focal strain: common competitor. We confirmed that chang-
ing the ancestor’s initial ratio in the competition did not affect the measured competitive fit-
ness (S3 Fig).
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Lysates of the ancestral virus, each mutant virus, and the lacH-marked common competitor
were made from frozen stocks containing plaques, as described in the section on Strains and
culture conditions. Lysates of the focal strains were diluted to a target concentration of 2.89 x
108 viral particles/mL, while the lysate of the common competitor was diluted to a target con-
centration ten times higher (2.89 x 109 viral particles/mL). Each diluted focal strain was mixed
with an equal volume of the diluted common competitor to create the competition mixture.
To obtain initial concentrations of each strain in the competition, the competition mixtures
were plated on LM1034 with 100 µL of 40 mg/mL X-Gal (dissolved in DMSO). (Actual con-
centrations of the focal strains fell between 7.7 x 107 and 2.1 x 108 pfu/mL, and actual concen-
trations of the common competitor fell between 6.0 x 108 and 2.4 x 109 pfu/mL. Actual ratios
of focal strain: common competitor ranged between 0.06 and 0.23.)
Cultures were then initialized from the competition mixtures on the normal P. phaseolicola
host. Competitions were carried out in 4 mL of LC broth with a 1/100 dilution of naïve, sta-
tionary-phase P. phaseolicola. The competition mixture was added into this culture to a final
concentration of approximately 2.5 x 103 viral particles/mL (the inoculated concentration used
in the evolution experiment; see section on Culturing of surviving phages, under Evolution
experiment). Cultures were incubated for 24 hours at 25˚C with orbital shaking.
Final concentrations of each strain were determined by diluting aliquots of the cultures and
plating them on LM1034 with 100 µL of 40 mg/mL X-Gal. The competitive fitness of each
focal strain was calculated as its change in relative density in the competition over time:
W1;2 ¼
Cf ;1=Cf ;2
Ci;1=Ci;2
ð2Þ
where W1,2 denotes the calculated competitive fitness of the focal strain, Ci is the initial con-
centration, Cf is the final concentration, a subscript 1 denotes the focal strain, and a subscript 2
denotes the common competitor. Relative competitive fitness with respect to the ancestral
genotype was then calculated by dividing the competitive fitness of each focal genotype by the
mean competitive fitness of the ancestor.
Results
Changes in survival to heat shock over time
Viral survival is expected to decrease as the heat shock temperature increases past 45˚C (see
Fig 3). Fig 4 compares the observed percent survival of populations in the Gradual, Moderate,
Sudden, and Control treatments at each transfer to the expected percent survival of the ances-
tral genotype at the heat shock temperature experienced in that transfer, calculated from prior
thermal kill curves on the ancestral genotype (Fig 3B). If heat-shocked populations did not
evolve greater thermostability than the ancestor, then we would expect no average difference
between the survival of the population and the ancestor at each temperature (i.e., the point
would fall at 0).
We did not find an improvement over time in the survival of the Control population in
response to mock heat shocks at 25˚C. (Reductions in survival of the Control population are
most likely due to stochasticity introduced when pipetting and plating lysates whose titers dif-
fer by less than an order of magnitude.) In contrast, the percent survival of F6 from Gradual,
Moderate, and Sudden populations was greater than ancestral values for every transfer in the
second half of the experiment (Fig 4). Treatments differed in survival to their respective first
exposures to 50˚C (analysis of variance, F(2,12) = 4.83, p = 0.03; Fig 5); specifically, popula-
tions from the Gradual treatment had a higher survival than populations from the Sudden
treatment on their first exposure to 50˚C (Tukey’s post-hoc test, p = 0.03; other comparisons
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were not significant). The survival data thus suggest that heat shocked populations evolved
greater thermostability, even during exposure to intermediate temperatures. However, at the
end of the experiment, the average survival of Gradual and Moderate populations at 50˚C did
not differ significantly from survival of populations from the Sudden treatment (analysis of
variance, F(2, 12) = 0.0872, p = 0.92; Fig 6).
Genetic basis of thermostability
To identify mutations that may have contributed to increases in thermostability, we sequenced
the endpoint populations in gene 5 (encodes the P5 lysis protein) and gene 8 (encodes the P8
outer shell protein). As proteins on the exterior of the virus that are necessary for viral infec-
tion [39, 40], both P5 and P8 are expected to experience strong selection for thermostability at
high temperatures to maintain their functions.
We found a total of 16 distinct mutations across all populations (Table 1), 11 of which were
unique to populations that had experienced high-temperature heat shocks. Populations from
Gradual and Moderate treatments appeared to have more unique mutations and a larger aver-
age number of mutations per lineage than populations from Control and Sudden treatments
(Table 2). However, the number of mutations per population did not vary significantly with
treatment (analysis of variance, F(3, 16) = 2.667, p = 0.08).
Fig 4. Changes in percent survival of viral lysates to heat shock over time. The survival of each population (Observed percent survival) at each
transfer is compared to the percent survival of the ancestor (Expected percent survival) at the temperature used for heat shock (see Fig 2, S2 Table),
calculated from the estimated thermal kill curve for the ancestor (Fig 3B). Points represent the average difference between the measured population
survival and the calculated ancestral survival; error bars represent the standard deviation of this difference. Treatments in which populations evolved
higher thermostability than the ancestor have a difference greater than 0. Note that, because of stochasticity in determining close phage titers,
differences occasionally deviate from 0 for treatments that received low-temperature heat shocks. Points are offset horizontally for better visualization.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.g004
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We reverse engineered 10 of these mutations singly into the ancestral genetic background
to evaluate their effect on viral thermostability. We focused on mutations that appeared in
more than one replicate (or had been previously observed in pilot experiments, S3 Table). We
evaluated the effects of the single mutations on viral thermostability by exposing bacteria-free
Fig 5. Average percent survival of populations on first transfer at 50˚C. Sudden populations first
experienced 50˚C on Transfer 1, Moderate populations on Transfer 17, and Gradual populations on Transfer
32. Error bars represent the standard deviation of percent survival. Mean survivals are significantly different
between Sudden and Gradual populations (Tukey’s post-hoc test, p = 0.03).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.g005
Fig 6. Average percent survival at 50˚C on the final transfer (Transfer 32) of the experiment. Error bars
represent the standard deviation of percent survival. There are not significant differences in survival between
treatments.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.g006
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Table 1. Mutations in genes 5 and 8 in each population at the end of the evolution experiment.
Lineage Nucleotide change Amino acid change
C1 a1989g P5 R124G
C2 a1989g P5 R124G
g2282c P5 *221W
C3 a1989g P5 R124G
g2276a P5 W219*
C4 a1989g P5 R124G
c 4259t synonymous
C5 a1989g P5 R124G
g2275a P5 W219*
G1 a510g P8 Q69R
a1991t P5 R124S
g2220a P5 E201K
G2 a596g P5 N98D
a1989g P5 R124G
G3 a1989g P5 R124G
g2238t P5 V207F
G4 a510g P8 Q69R
a1989g P5 R124G
G5 a596g P8 N98D
a1989g P5 R124G
g2241a P5 A208T
M1 g629a P8 V109I
a1989g P5 R124G
M2 a1675g P5 K19R
g2220a P5 E201K
a2238a P5 V207I
M3 a1989g P5 R124G
g2229c P5 V204L
M4 g629a P8 V109I
a1989g P5 R124G
M5 g629a P8 V109I
a1989g P5 R124G
S1 a1989g P5 R124G
S2 a590g P8 I96V
a1989g P5 R124G
S3 a590g P8 I96V
a1989g P5 R124G
S4 a1989g P5 R124G
S5 a1989g P5 R124G
g2220a P5 E201K
Lineages are identified by their thermal treatment (C, Control; G, Gradual; M, Moderate; S, Sudden) and a
replicate number (1–5). Nucleotide and amino acid changes are identified by the ancestral base (amino
acid), position, and mutated base (amino acid). Nucleotide positions are numbered from the start of the
NCBI Reference Sequence for the S segment of Φ6 Cystovirus (Accession# NC_003714); amino acid
positions are numbered from the first amino acid of the P5 or P8 protein.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.t001
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lysates of the mutant viruses to heat shocks ranging from 25–55˚C and measuring the lysate
concentrations before and after heat shock. These data were used to build thermal kill curves,
where the percent survivals at each temperature were fit to an inverse Hill equation (Eq 1)
using maximum likelihood (Fig 7A).
The engineered single mutants revealed that different mutations resulted in different gains
in thermostability in the ancestral background. As measured by an increase in the T50 parame-
ter, six of the engineered mutations increased viral thermostability by 0.3–2.5˚C while three
mutations decreased thermostability by 0.8–1.8˚C (log likelihood ratio test, p< 0.001; Fig 7B).
In multiple cases (most evident in the Sudden treatment; see S4 Fig), populations that
increased in survival had at least one thermostabilizing mutation.
Four of the six thermostabilizing mutations were conservative mutations that retained non-
polar amino acids, while mutations that reduced thermostability substituted polar amino acids
for ionically charged ones or vice versa. The effect size of the mutations–that is, the amount by
which the mutation increased or decreased thermostability with respect to the ancestor–did not
differ significantly across heat shock treatments (analysis of variance, F(2, 25) = 0.511, p = 0.61).
We note, however, that the number of mutations per population was low and that not all muta-
tions that appeared in each population were evaluated for their effects on thermostability.
Growth effects of thermostabilizing mutations
The presence of mutations that decreased viral thermostability suggested that these mutations
may have fixed because of non-thermal selective pressures. For example, the mutation R124G
in P5 appeared in 18 out of 20 different populations, including in the Control treatment, even
though it reduced viral thermostability (Fig 7B). This suggested that the mutation might
improve another attribute of fitness, such as viral replication. To test whether destabilizing
mutations instead improved replication, we competed all engineered mutants and the ancestor
against a common competitor (see section on Assaying viral competitive fitness in Methods).
Many of the mutations appeared to give a competitive growth advantage in comparison to the
ancestor, although some mutations decreased viral growth rates (Fig 8). All mutations that
reduced thermostability seemed to increase relative competitive fitness, and many thermosta-
bilizing mutations seemed to decrease relative competitive fitness.
A prior study in F6 recorded a trade-off between thermostability and growth for one muta-
tion in P5 [41]. In our data set, several individual mutations follow the expected pattern of low
T50 and high growth rate, or high T50 and low growth rate. To test for a generalized trade-off,
we regressed the relative competitive fitness of the mutants against the T50 values estimated
from the thermal kill curves (Fig 9). Although the slope of the regression line was negative, it
was not statistically different from a slope of 0 (F-statistic = 0.897, df = 9, p = 0.368).
Thermostabilizing and growth effects of combinations of mutations
Several populations from heat-shocked treatments did not appear to have increased in thermo-
stability during the evolution experiment. We expected that mutations from these populations
Table 2. Number of mutations in genes encoding for P5 and P8 in each treatment.
Treatment Number of distinct mutations in the
treatment
Average number of mutations per
population
Control 5 1.8
Gradual 7 2.4
Moderate 6 2.2
Sudden 3 1.6
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.t002
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would instead have increased viral growth rates. We confirmed this hypothesis through evalua-
tion of the thermostability and growth rates of genotypes from one of these populations (G1,
replicate 1 from the Gradual treatment). Survival of the G1 population had not increased sub-
stantially over time; furthermore, it did not carry the common mutation, R124G in P5, that
increased viral growth rate and was also found in Control populations (Fig 8, Table 1). From
sequencing of five random plaques from Transfer 32, we found two genotypes in the final G1
population. Both genotypes shared the P5 mutation R124S (mutation B in Fig 10), but one
genotype also had mutation E201K in P5 (mutation C), while the other had mutation Q69R in
P8 (mutation A). As single mutations, all three increased viral growth rates, but only one
(E201K) increased thermostability.
We reverse engineered these mutations in their respective double combinations (AB
and BC) and evaluated their effects on thermostability and viral growth. Neither double
mutant improved thermostability with respect to the ancestor (Fig 10), but both double
mutants improved in relative competitive fitness with respect to the ancestor (Fig 11).
Interestingly, one of the combinations exhibited sign epistasis for thermostability (muta-
tion P8 Q69R was destabilizing in the ancestral background, but stabilizing in the P5
R124S background).
Based on historical sequencing of the G1 lineage (see S2 Text), the first mutation detected
in this population (P5 R124S) decreased thermostability but enhanced viral growth. Subse-
quent mutations (P8 Q69R and P5 E201K) increased both thermostability and competitive fit-
ness in the presence of P5 R124S. This sequence of mutations is consistent with stronger
selection for growth rate early in a gradually changing environment and stronger selection for
thermostability later on.
Fig 7. Thermal kill curves of engineered single mutants. A) Calculations of mutant thermostability, using the mutant P8 I96V as an example.
Cell-free lysates were exposed to a 5-minute heat shock at each temperature and plated before and afterward to calculate percent survival (circles).
(Note that, due to stochasticity in gauging phage titer, phage counts after heat shock can be above phage counts before heat shock, accounting for
survivals greater than 100%.) Eq 1 was fitted to the data, estimating the parameters T50 (intersection of curve with dotted line) and n by maximum
likelihood. A first model was fit to the combined data (ancestor + mutant; black curve). A second model then estimated a separate T50 and n for
each lysate (blue, ancestor; red, mutant). The latter model was a better fit to the data (log likelihood ratio test, p < 0.0001). B) Empirical thermal kill
curves of the ancestor (blue) and ten engineered single mutants, representing the maximum likelihood fit of all measurements taken for each
mutant. Data points are omitted for simplicity. In all cases, the model that used a separate T50 and n for the ancestor and the mutants was a better fit
to the data (log likelihood ratio test, p < 0.001). Pairwise comparisons with the ancestor, as in part A, can be found in the Data Repository.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.g007
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Discussion
The thermostability and competitive fitness of each mutation from the endpoint of our evolu-
tion experiment are summarized in Table 3. Consistent with prior work in F6 [42, 43], we
found that virus populations exposed to high-temperature heat shocks evolved greater survival
to heat shock. We also identified six causative mutations that increased viral thermostability
relative to the ancestral genotype. We did not find significant differences between Gradual,
Moderate, and Sudden treatments in endpoint survival at 50˚C, nor in the number, identity,
or effect size of mutations. However, our conclusions are limited by the low number of repli-
cate lineages and mutations. For example, 10 of the 16 endpoint mutations only appeared in
one lineage across all treatments (Table 3), making it difficult to determine whether they arose
by chance or due to selection under a particular thermal treatment. A few mutations in P8
(Q69R, N98D, V109I, and I96V) appeared in multiple times within a single treatment
(Table 1, Table 3). We had previously observed these mutations in pilot lineages that were
evolved with constant-temperature heat shocks (S3 Table). Specifically, Q69R and N98D from
the Gradual treatment were previously observed in a pilot lineage heat shocked at 50˚C, while
I96V from the Sudden treatment was observed in a pilot lineage heat shocked at 47˚C. (V109I
from the Moderate treatment was also observed in a pilot lineage heat shocked at 47˚C, but
Moderate lineages experienced multiple transfers both below and at 50˚C. Without knowing
exactly when the mutation arose, it is unclear whether V109I was selected under particular
Fig 8. Competitive fitness of engineered single mutants relative to the ancestral genotype. Bar heights indicate the
mean of three replicate competitions; error bars denote standard deviation. Stars denote mutants whose relative
competitive fitness differs significantly from the ancestor’s after a Bonferroni correction for the number of comparisons (t-
test, p < 0.001). Mutations in bold font decrease viral thermostability relative to the ancestor.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.g008
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temperatures.) These mutations may be accessible for adaptation in both intermediate- and
high-temperature environments, regardless of the exact rate of temperature change.
We also found that non-thermal selective pressures may have been important during the
experiment. Our experimental design presented two targets for selection: on survival, under
Fig 9. Relationship between relative competitive fitness and T50 for the ancestor and the engineered single
mutants. The ancestor is marked with an open circle. X-error bars represent the standard error of the T50 estimate,
while y-error bars represent the standard deviation of three replicate competitions. The line represents the best fit
from a linear model.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.g009
Fig 10. Evaluated thermal kill curves for two combinatorial genotypes found in one Gradual population. Mutations are given secondary
labels to denote their allelic state, where a lower case letter (a, b, c) indicates the ancestral residue and an upper case letter (A, B, C) indicates the
residue found in the endpoint population. A) Thermal kill curves for double mutant P8 Q69R + P5 R124S and its corresponding single mutants. B)
Thermal kill curves for double mutant P5 R124S + P5 E201K and its corresponding single mutants.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.g010
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the high temperature heat shocks; and on replication, when viruses were grown with their bac-
terial host (Fig 1). Even in heat-shocked populations, we identified mutations that reduced
viral thermostability but increased growth rate. The mutation that occurred most frequently
across treatments, R124G in P5, enhanced growth rates rather than thermostability (Table 3),
suggesting a relatively high selective pressure on viral replication, even at high temperatures.
(Although we did not engineer combinations of mutations with R124G, lineages with both
R124G and a thermostabilizing mutation tended to increase their survival to heat shock, while
two Sudden lineages for which we found only R124G maintained low survival for the entire
experiment. See also S4 Fig)
Because replication occurred at 25˚C, the typical laboratory temperature for F6, our experi-
ment is reminiscent of that of Hao et al. [44], in which a lytic bacteriophage of P. fluorescens
was exposed to increasing temperatures punctuated by periods of lower temperature. The
authors term the fluctuations to reduced temperatures as periods of “amelioration” because
they reduced selective pressures associated with heat stress. If amelioration allowed popula-
tions to recover in abundance and de novo mutations in the wake of an environmental stress, it
could promote adaptation under stressful conditions [22, 45]. On the other hand, because
amelioration relaxes the selective pressures present in a stressful environment, it may reduce
the likelihood that stress-beneficial mutations will fix [46–49]. Hao et al. found that fewer
phage populations persisted in treatments that included temperature amelioration than in
Fig 11. Relative competitive fitness of two double mutants and their constituent single mutants. Bar heights
represent the mean of three replicates; error bars denote standard deviation. After a Bonferroni correction for the number
of comparisons, relative competitive fitnesses of the mutants do not differ from the ancestor’s. We note that addition of the
double mutations did not change the overall relationship between relative competitive fitness and T50 shown in Fig 9.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.g011
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treatments where the temperature increased monotonically, indicating that periods of amelio-
ration hindered adaptation at high temperatures. Although we did observe increases in
Table 3. Summary of effects of single mutations from endpoint populations on viral thermostability and competitive fitness.
Treatment Gene Nucleotide
change
Amino acid
change
Number of lineages
with mutation
Thermostability (estimate,
standard error)
Relative competitive fitness (mean,
standard deviation)
Control gene
5
c1625t none 1 ne ne
Control gene
5
a1989g R124G 5 -0.8, 0.08 5.04, 0.75
Control gene
5
g2275a W219* 1 ne ne
Control gene
5
g2276a W219* 1 +0.3, 0.08 0.64, 0.08
Control gene
5
g 2282c *221Y 1 ne ne
Gradual gene
8
a510g Q69R 2 -0.9, 0.08 1.62, 0.12
Gradual gene
8
a596g N98D 2 +1.5, 0.08 0.07, 0.03
Gradual gene
5
a1989g R124G 4 -0.8, 0.08 5.04, 0.75
Gradual gene
5
a1991t R124S 1 -1.8, 0.09 2.77, 0.12
Gradual gene
5
g2220a E201K 1 +1.2, 0.07 2.82, 1.07
Gradual gene
5
g2238a V207I 1 +2.5, 0.05 1.71, 0.24
Gradual gene
5
g2241a A208T 1 ne ne
Moderate gene
8
g629a V109I 3 +0.5, 0.04 0.34, 0.28
Moderate gene
5
a1675g K19R 1 ne ne
Moderate gene
5
a1989g R124G 4 -0.8, 0.08 5.04, 0.75
Moderate gene
5
g2220a E201K 1 +1.2, 0.07 2.82, 1.07
Moderate gene
5
g2229c V204L 1 ne ne
Moderate gene
5
g2238t V207F 1 +2.1, 0.06 2.73, 0.24
Sudden gene
8
a590g I96V 2 +1.1, 0.06 0.63, 0.09
Sudden gene
5
a1989g R124G 5 -0.8, 0.08 5.04, 0.75
Sudden gene
5
g2220a E201K 1 +1.2, 0.07 2.82, 1.07
Nucleotide and amino acid changes are identified by the ancestral base (amino acid), position, and mutated base (amino acid). Nucleotide positions are
numbered from the start of the NCBI Reference Sequence for the S segment of Φ6 Cystovirus (Accession# NC_003714); amino acid positions are
numbered from the first amino acid of the P5 or P8 protein. Thermostability is given as the T50 estimate and standard error of the estimate from the
maximum likelihood model of viral thermal kill curves. Relative competitive fitness is given as the mean and standard deviation from three replicate
competitions. Mutations that were not evaluated in this study are marked with “ne.”
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189602.t003
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thermostability over the course of our evolution experiment, we cannot rule out the possibility
that thermostability evolution was hindered due to periods of growth at 25˚C.
Amelioration is especially likely to impede adaptation to stressful environments if stress-
beneficial mutations impose fitness costs under more benign conditions [44]. A prior study in
F6 found that a highly thermostabilizing mutation decreased the ability of viruses to replicate
at 25˚C [41]. We did not find support for a general trade-off between thermostability and rates
of viral replication in our data (Fig 9). However, we can identify mutations in P5 and P8 that
showed a pattern of either high thermostability but low growth rates, or low thermostability
but high growth rates. Interestingly, some mutations appeared to increase both thermostability
and growth rate. (We note that this last class includes V207F in P5, which has previously been
reported to increase thermostability but decrease viral growth rates [41]. We speculate that this
is because the genetic background of our phage differed from the genotype used in [41].) It is
possible that our sample of 11 genotypes is too limited to permit detection of a general trade-
off. Alternatively, mutations that contribute to thermostability may not always be constrained
by trade-offs. For example, due to their high mutation rates, viruses can find “cost free” adap-
tations [50–52], which allow them to maintain existing functions while gaining new ones.
Such mutations may be particularly important during evolution in changing environments. It
is also possible that we did not sample mutations that demonstrate a trade-off, since we exam-
ined mutations found at the end of the experiment. Mutations that may have exhibited a
trade-off between thermostability and growth rates and were present at earlier time points
might have been outcompeted by mutations that performed well in both dimensions.
That we find growth-enhancing but thermo-destabilizing mutations, however, highlights
that organisms experience selective pressures along multiple phenotypic axes. This has poten-
tial implications for evolution in environments that change incrementally. For example, a
gradually changing thermal environment imposes small differences in selective pressure on
the population from generation to generation. In this case, the population may experience
stronger relative selective pressure along a non-thermal axis, such as for growth. The popula-
tion may then not evolve in response to the thermal environment until sufficient thermal
change has occurred and relative selective pressures are high enough. Gorter et al. [26] report
that, in a yeast system, adaptation to general culture conditions preceded adaptation to high
metal concentrations under conditions where the metal concentration increased slowly. Simi-
larly, we note that while the first detectable mutation in one Gradual lineage reduced viral ther-
mostability but enhanced growth, both mutations that rose to prominence later in the
evolution of this lineage were thermostabilizing in the background of the first mutation (see S2
Text for historical sequencing of this lineage).
In extreme cases, evolution in response to a non-focal selective pressure may impose trade-
offs or constraints in the changing stressful environment. Suppose, for example, that evolution
for higher growth rates always reduced thermostability. Populations that experienced a gradual
increase in temperature may have first fixed growth-enhancing mutations because of stronger
relative selective pressures for growth than for thermostability. However, these mutations
would have lowered the thermostability of the population, even as thermal stress became a
more prominent selective pressure over time. The population would then be in a worse place,
in terms of thermostability, than when it started, and mutations of larger thermostabilizing
effect would be required to increase its survival at high temperatures. Although we are unaware
of any empirical studies that look explicitly at the role of such trade-offs in incrementally
changing environments, this conclusion is in the spirit of studies that predict greater pheno-
typic and genotypic constraint under slow environmental change (e.g., [7, 15, 18, 53]).
Other results from this study are consistent with prior work on adaptation under varying
rates of environmental change.
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Evidence from prior experiments (e.g., [20–23]) suggests that evolution in a mildly stressful
environment (such as an intermediate temperature) can enhance a population’s ability to with-
stand a more stressful environment (such as a high temperature). Consistent with this expecta-
tion, populations from the Gradual treatment had a higher average survival on their first
exposure to 50˚C than did populations from the Sudden treatment on their first exposure. In
other words, exposure to intermediate temperatures can promote survival of F6 at high
temperatures.
Several prior experiments found a greater diversity of mutations under rapid than gradual
environmental change [7, 19, 25]. In contrast, we find a (non-significant) pattern of more
mutations in endpoint Gradual and Moderate populations compared to Sudden populations.
This could represent a greater amount of clonal interference in Gradual and Moderate than
Sudden lineages (e.g., [24, 28]). (Consider, for example, that lineage G1 had two high-fre-
quency genotypes at the endpoint of the experiment. Sequencing the lineage at prior time
points [see S2 Text] furthermore suggested that both these genotypes were still increasing in
frequency when the experiment ended.)
Another possibility is that mutations that increase thermostability do not vary with thermal
treatment. A study that examined the thermal adaptation of the bacteriophage Qβ found that
populations evolved under a constant high temperature did not significantly differ in evolu-
tionary outcomes from populations evolved under fluctuating temperatures [54]. In this study,
when we include data from pilot experiments, most of the engineered mutations appeared in
populations that had experienced diverse heat shock treatments (S3 Table). Proteins tend to be
marginally stable and can be destabilized by single amino acid substitutions [55–57], including
mutations that are adaptive for functions besides stability (e.g., ligand binding [58, 59] or
growth [60]). In contrast, computational and empirical data sets suggest that relatively few
substitutions will increase a protein’s thermostability [56, 57, 61]. In the case of an enzyme,
such as the P5 lysis protein in F6, any mutations that increase stability must simultaneously
maintain the flexibility or activity necessary for the protein’s function [55]. Notably, we found
5 mutations across heat-shocked treatments in amino acid positions 201–208 of P5. Three
mutations (E201K, V207F, and V207I) increased viral thermostability. (We were not able to
engineer the other two mutations, V204L and A208T, but their corresponding lineages
increased in survival during the evolution experiment.) In the P5 protein, all of these muta-
tions are physically close to V207F, which has previously been shown to increase thermostabil-
ity by filling an empty hydrophobic pocket [41]. The number of mutations that increase
thermostability may thus be small and/or biochemically constrained for particular proteins,
resulting in relatively few mutational pathways for improvement.
It is also possible that the stringent bottlenecks we imposed on our experimental lineages
muted differences in the number of mutations in each treatment. Because of lower selective
pressures, population sizes tend to be larger in environments that change gradually than rap-
idly, which may contribute to greater genetic diversity [21, 24]. Our small bottlenecks may
have stochastically removed low-frequency mutations, reducing the diversity of our popula-
tions [62, 63]. On the other hand, the stringent bottlenecks may have contributed to the fixa-
tion of mutations that increased viral replication rates over thermostability by increasing
relative selective pressures for growth during the evolution experiment.
Overall, our study emphasizes that it is important to take all selective pressures into account
during an evolution experiment. We found that populations that did not increase in thermo-
stability appeared to have evolved higher replication rates. We speculate that this may offer an
alternative way for populations to persist under heat shock, rather than improving their ther-
mostability: They may be able to compensate for reductions in population size due to heat
shock by subsequently replicating more rapidly. This highlights the conclusion that multiple
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features of organisms can evolve, even in environments that change in only a single focal
factor.
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ages, the heat shock temperature is denoted by “T” (e.g., “T47” indicates the lineage was heat
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Sudden, S; and Control, C) and a number indicating the replicate. Nucleotide changes are
numbered from the start of the NCBI Reference Sequence for the S segment of F6 Cystovirus
(Accession# NC_003714); amino acid changes are numbered from the first amino acid of the
protein.
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S4 Table. Primers used for reverse engineering of F6 mutants. The engineered mutation is
indicated with upper case in the nucleotide sequence. Where not otherwise stated in Reverse
engineering (Methods), primers were prepared according to instructions in the QuikChange
II mutagenesis kit. Primers for mutant V109I in P8 were given a standard desalting and used
in a T4 ligation reaction; melting temperatures for these primers were calculated using the Oli-
goAnalyzer (Integrated DNA Technologies, https://www.idtdna.com/calc/analyzer).
(XLSX)
S1 Fig. Measured survival of the ancestral genotype at 25˚C. The survival of three replicates
was measured on six different days. On five of the days, measured baseline survival of the
ancestor at its typical growth temperature was greater than 100%.
(TIF)
S2 Fig. Comparison of ancestral thermal kill curves with and without asymptote adjust-
ment. Temperatures from 42–51˚C are shown to highlight the region where survival decreased
the most. Survivals were taken across the range of heat shock temperatures on six different
days. Eq 1 was fit to each day separately. The unadjusted model (black lines) used the survival
data as measured (black circles), fixing the asymptote (parameter a) at 100%. For the asymp-
tote-adjusted model, parameter a was allowed to vary across days. Survival values were then
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divided by their respective asymptote (blue triangles; offset horizontally for better visualiza-
tion), and Eq 1 re-fit to the adjusted data (blue lines). T50 values (intersection of the curves
with the dotted line) were more similar across days when the data were not adjusted for vary-
ing asymptotes.
(TIF)
S3 Fig. Competitive fitness of the ancestral genotype initialized at different frequencies.
Competitions were initialized with target starting ratios of ancestor: common competitor at 1:
5, 1: 10, 1: 50, and 1: 100. (An initial ratio of 1: 1 yielded a final concentration of common com-
petitor that was too low for reliable fitness estimates.) Competitive fitness was calculated using
Eq 2. The mean competitive fitness is indicated with a dashed line. The competitive fitness val-
ues of the ancestral genotype are not significantly correlated with its initial frequency (Pear-
son’s correlation test, ρ = -0.32, p = 0.30).
(TIF)
S4 Fig. Changes in percent survival of Sudden populations with and without thermostabi-
lizing mutations. At each transfer, the survival of each population (Observed percent survival)
was compared to the percent survival of the ancestor (Expected percent survival) at 50˚C. Line-
ages are distinguished according to whether at least one thermostabilizing mutation was pres-
ent in the endpoint population. (Note that, although the entire lineage has been colored for the
purpose of visualization, the exact point in time at which the thermostabilizing mutation arose
was not evaluated in this study.)
(TIF)
S1 Text. Effects of additional mutations in the engineered viral mutants on thermostability
and relative competitive fitness.
(PDF)
S2 Text. Historical sequencing of population Gradual 1.
(PDF)
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